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Get the Right Talent with Automated Skills Assessments
CodeScreen is the standard for assessing developer skills and has helped 1,000 companies across different industries to
streamline technical recruiting, increase candidate quality, and recover valuable engineering time.

Time Savings

Automated Assessments

Dimensions of Insights

VMware reduced screening time by 75% one engineer’s annual time. Reliable skills
data replaced the need for technical
phone screening.

Administer your test - we’ll do the rest.
Screen consistently, allow candidates to
self-disqualify, and fast-track those who
meet your skills requirements.

Examine front-end, back-end, and core
computing skills. Evaluate each based
on problem-solving, debugging, code
quality, and optimality.

Great Candidate Experience

Questions Library

Support for Success

Give candidates the coding environment
they need. Our Full-Stack Editor provides
instant code validation, folder structures,
and terminal windows.

Select from our Library of pre-built
questions for 35+ languages. Clone,
customize, or create your own. Premium
Questions are also available.

We value our relationship with you. The
HackerRank Team will be by your side
to ensure your success at each stage from onboarding to ongoing.
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- Rocket Fuel - BNY Mellon -

23,000
hours saved

with auto-scored assessments
in 2016

88%

screening time
saved

Experience the Skills-Based Revolution

- HealthTap -

HackerRank helps companies save time, hire more qualified developers,
and innovate faster. Companies can cast a wider net and access a more
diverse set of candidates who may be filtered out using traditional recruiting
methods that prioritize pedigree, connections, location and are inherently biased.

Total screening time per
hire reduced from
30 hours to 5 hours
per hire

“HackerRank is a true partner. The time
saved by building strong assessments
for technical candidates helps us scale
and strengthen our engineering team
worldwide.”

“With the coding aptitude tested and out of
the way... we now get into far more depth
on the developers thought process and
rationale... a huge intangible benefit of using
HackerRank.”

“[HackerRank] allowed us to bring through with less resources, time, and effort - much
higher-level candidates.... It gave us the
chance to vet people for technical skills and
cultural values.”

Sara Hollister
VP Silicon Valley Innovation Center
@ BNY Mellon

Abhinav Gupta
Co-Founder & VP Engineering
@ Rocket Fuel

Jordan Pease
Lead Designer
@ HealthTap

Take the Next Step

Join 1,000 companies for whom HackerRank has transformed technical recruiting

Leading the skills-based revolution
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